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GM: Mind The Gap
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Attending: Mind The Gap, Go Go Trump, Invisible Man, Tootsie, Lucky Lek, Jaws, 
Campari, Five Hundred Baht, Wilma and Fungus as scribe.  Apologies accepted from 
Good Jobs, our new Hash Flash.

GM Mind The Gap opened her first committee meeting at 5:15 PM at the Expat hotel in 
Patong welcoming continuing and new members and thanking them for their support.  
Invisible Man announced he needed to focus on personal matters and wouldn't be able to
properly serve as our Religious Advisor (RA).  Butt Plug, who was conveniently nearby 
cheerfully accepted the committee's request he volunteer.  Welcome back Butt Plug.

Assisting Mind The Gap with English Jaws worked through our agenda points as Lucky 
Lek spoke Thai to MTG keeping us all on the same page.

Early into discussion some clarification about haring.  Our Sat hashes will continue 
having up to four hares, 2 for the run and 2 for the walk.  This provides greater safety 
and the point was made that hares should not be alone.  Our new Runmaster Campari 
has done a great job filling the hareline encouraging anyone wanting to hare to contact 
him.  Campari asks all sub-hashes: Tinmen, Iron Pussy, Pooying, Kamala Koma and 
Maraud to send their run misdirections to him for posting on the hareline.  Wilma will 
arrange colored paper for hares which is increasingly difficult as less paper is available.

Hash Cash Go Go Trump reported we are in good standing and presented a proposed 
budget for 2024/25.  GGT reminded us rising costs during these last few years requires 
ever more discretion with budgets.  Working backward from the next AGPU and 
handover we focused on our two big events happening this year.  Wilma agreed to put 
together a team for the Outstation Run October 25 – 27 and Jaws agreed to head up a 
team for the 2000 Run on February 8.  At our next committee meeting Wilma and Jaws 
will present proposed budgets.  The committee supported reducing hare beers to 3 per 
hare and max 12 beers for the team.  This gives the GM more working cash and it's safer
driving home for the hares.  Jaws commented he now may not return to haring.  We will 
hold our Christmas Hash on 14 December, mark your calendar.

Mind The Gap again thanked everyone for their support saying we're off to a great year. 
She then closed the meeting, we ordered food and drank a few more committee beers.
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